
DA Henderson
Smallpox slayer
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Washington, DC

DA Henderson—he was always DA, no one remembers quite
how or why, but the moniker stuck early—became the man
most identified with eradication of smallpox. He was the right
man at the right time to lead the thousands of public health
workers across the globe who achieved that remarkable goal.
Smallpox marked the story of human history from the time of
the pharaohs, just as it scarred the face of those it infected but
did not kill. It was an indispensable ally of Europeans in their
conquest of the Americas because it has no animal reservoir,
and the native populations had not carried it in their small
migrations from the old world to the new. Hundreds of
generations without exposure to the virus left them particularly
vulnerable to European invaders carrying the pathogen.
The modern era of smallpox vaccination began with Edward
Jenner in 1796. By the middle of the 20th century the disease
had became rare in the industrialised world but continued to
run rampant in poorer regions. Rapid and increased global travel
after the second world war and the highly contagious nature of
smallpox meant that societies had to be vigilant against its
reintroduction.

From cardiology to public health
Henderson initially had no particular interest in public health;
he had planned on becoming a cardiologist. But completion of
his schooling also meant the end of deferment from military
service, and he faced the option of being drafted into the army

as a private, or enlisting as an officer. The least boring option
to him seemed to be the Public Health Service under the
direction of the surgeon general.

He enlisted in 1955, and after a month of training he was
certified as an epidemiologist in the Epidemic Intelligence
Service, then in its fourth year of existence. He was immediately
immersed in the introduction of the groundbreaking polio
vaccine and in trying to figure out which lots contained
insufficiently killed virus that resulted in paralytic disease caused
by the vaccine.
In 1957 an assignment took him to Argentina, where he asked
to see a smallpox outbreak in the interior of the country. It was
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the first time he had seen a case, and it left a deep impression.
Soon he was in charge of the tiny smallpox bureau at the US
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC).

Eradicating smallpox
In the mid-1960s Henderson was asked to put together a
proposal to eradicate smallpox in 18 central west African
countries. He estimated the cost to be about $35m (£27m;
€31m)—many times the budget that others had been
considering—and the project did not go ahead.
Somehow the White House learnt of the proposal and latched
on to it. President Lyndon Johnson wanted to see a peaceful
American international initiative in the middle of the cold war
and an increasingly “hot” war in Vietnam, Henderson recounted
in a 2008 interview.1 He was put in charge.
The Soviet Union had eradicated polio within its borders in the
1930s and had been pushing for a worldwide effort. But the
World Health Organisation (WHO) had tried and failed to
eradicate yellow fever and malaria, and was not keen on taking
on a third daunting challenge.
News that the US was planning a major smallpox eradication
effort in Africa was enough to tip the balance and in May 1966
the World Health Assembly voted by the slimmest margin to
take on a worldwide eradication effort.
WHO’s director general, Marcolino Gomes Candau, wanted an
American in charge of what he felt would be the eventual failure
of the effort, he wanted Henderson.
“I got called to Washington,” Henderson recalled. The surgeon
general told him he would remain on the CDC payroll but be
assigned toWHO to run the eradication programme. Henderson
balked; he had doubts about the feasibility, and he was just
getting the African programme up and running. But he was
given the choice of taking the job or resigning. He agreed to go
to Geneva for 18 months and stayed for more than a decade.
“We found out almost immediately that we had a vaccine
problem,” he said. Of the countries already doing local
vaccination “5% of the vaccines were potent and stable; 5%
met international standards.” Henderson made a decision not
to buy any additional vaccines but to improve the production
facilities that existed. By 1972 about 80% of the vaccine
produced in countries where smallpox was endemic was of good
quality.

Technological innovation
The Soviet Union had pledged 25 million vaccine doses a year,
but it became clear that that would not be enough. And then
Wyeth, the vaccine manufacturer, came up with the bifurcated
needle. The needle used only a quarter of the vaccine of older
procedures, it was inexpensive, and it could be easily maintained
and sterilised in the field.
Ring vaccination was another concept that helped make
eradication work. William Foege seized on this when he
implemented the US supported programme in Africa. There
was a smallpox outbreak in eastern Nigeria in December 1966,
he recalls. “We didn’t have enough vaccine for mass vaccination,
and that forced us to be a little more creative.” Henderson
initially was sceptical, “but once he saw the results he became
a real champion of ring vaccination,” says Foege, a friend and
colleague for more than half a century. “One of DA’s attributes
was absolute certainty about everything. When you have that

approach, which is very important in leadership, it is not always
easy to change strategies. But he did that.”
Foege believes that putting Henderson in charge of the WHO
smallpox eradication programme was absolutely critical to its
success. It solidified CDC support for the programme, up to
about 300 people, for a decade, and by remaining on the CDC
payroll, although under WHO control, Henderson had the
freedom “to make courageous decisions. If he needed to be a
bull in a china shop, he could do that.”
India was a major reservoir of smallpox, where only limited
progress was being made towards eradication. The turning point
came inMay 1974, when India detonated its first nuclear device,
and international press coverage focused on the dichotomy of
advanced technology and continued endemic smallpox. “The
Indian government was very upset and began making more
resources available,” said Henderson. Once that support
materialised, eradication took only a year.
Ethiopia was the last major challenge, a combination of poor
infrastructure and a civil war. But finally the last case of
smallpox was recorded in neighbouring Somalia in 1977.
Victory was declared a few years later.
“We were dealing with 10 to 15 million cases of smallpox a
year, two million deaths a year [in 1966]. And 10 years later
we had zero cases and zero deaths. This is pretty dramatic,” said
Henderson. “Out of it came the feeling that, we have done this,
why can’t we do something else?”

Academic career
After leaving WHO and the CDC, Henderson served for more
than a decade as dean of the Johns Hopkins University School
of Public Health in Baltimore. Foege says Henderson believed
strongly that academic training had to be reinforced with field
work: “The best public health workers . . . go off to other
countries and are faced with the problems of implementing what
they are learning.”
Henderson continued to serve as an adviser to agencies of the
US government, international health organisations, and the Bill
and Melinda Gates Foundation until his death.
His many honours and awards include the Presidential Medal
of Freedom (2002), the highest US civilian honour; the Albert
Schweitzer International Prize for Medicine (1985); and the
Edward Jenner Medal from the Royal Society of Medicine
(1996).
Donald Ainsley Henderson was born on 7 September 1928 and
raised in Cleveland, Ohio. He graduated from Oberlin College
and obtained an MD from the Rochester University School of
Medicine in 1954. He married Nana Irene Bragg in 1951, and
the couple had three children—David, Douglas, and Leigh—all
of whom survive him. DA succumbed to complications from
meticillin resistant Staphylococcus aureus, associated with a
broken hip, at a hospice in Towson, Maryland, on 19 August.

Biography
Donald Ainsley Henderson (b 1928; q Rochester University
School ofMedicine, 1954), died from complications associated
with a broken hip on 19 August 2016.

1 O’Grady P. DA Henderson oral history. Global Health Chronicles 2008. http://
globalhealthchronicles.org/items/show/3532.
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